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What are they saying about us?

References to library support & services in grant proposals

Jen Ferguson • Northeastern University
175 grant proposals – mostly NSF & NIH

What kinds of library support & services are mentioned in these proposals?
56% of grant proposals mentioned the library.
“Open 24 hours a day, Snell Library (http://www.lib.neu.edu) houses close to one million volumes, 2.3 million microforms, and 8,200 serial subscriptions. It maintains memberships in more than two dozen proprietary databases including Compendex, Lexus-Nexus, Dow Jones, Compustat, UnCover, WorldCat, Global Newsbank, and Congressional Universe. Investigators have access to resources and expertise in Snell Library’s Digital Data Commons, as well as its Data Repository Services (DRS). The library’s membership in the Boston Library Consortium also allows ready, regional access to extensive books and periodicals collections and services.”
“Open 24 hours a day, Snell Library (http://www.lib.neu.edu) houses close to one million volumes, 2.3 million microforms, and 8,200 serial subscriptions. It maintains memberships in more than two dozen proprietary databases including Compendex, Lexus-Nexus, Dow Jones, CompuStat, UnCover, WorldCat, Global Newsbank, and Congressional Universe. Investigators have access to resources and expertise in Snell Library’s Digital Data Commons, as well as its Data Repository Services (DRS). The library’s membership in the Boston Library Consortium also allows ready, regional access to extensive books and periodicals collections and services.”
Now what?

Closing the loop

Limited, careful info-sharing *

* A challenge!
Takeaways

Grant writers seem to value library services

**But** – we don’t know what we don’t know.
Thank you!

Questions?
Suggestions?

j.ferguson@neu.edu

@__jasf